$COCKTAIL Rewards Bonus Instructions

Rewards System
By promoting $COCKTAIL you qualify to earn a daily
bonus reward paid in the token of your choice (default
reward is Smart Chain BNB). The bonus reward will be
given to the top 25 daily and overall promoters. This
bonus reward is in addition to the rewards received for
holding $COCKTAIL. It is not required to own
$COCKTAIL to qualify and receive the bonus reward.

How to Participate?
Normal Promos:
1. Join the official Discord:
https://discord.com/invite/cocktaillounge
2. Join the Discord channel called #shilling
3. Register your wallet with @Cocktail bot:
a. submitting one post in this channel that
includes both an image of you promoting
$COCKTAIL & your BSC Smart Chain
wallet address
4. Once @Cocktail bot registers your wallet, you can
keep posting new images to increase your score
without having to post your wallet address.
NOTE: Each valid entry will count as 1 point

Rules:
1. All images posted as evidence need to be yours
and must be a unique promotion post. The bot
will detect duplicates and will assign a warning in
red which can ultimately lead to a reset score or a
ban from participating. The team also manually
verifies the entries for anything that bypasses the
current bot protections and will manually reset
scores of people attempting or proven to be
cheating the system.
2. Only one wallet can be registered per person. If
you attempt to register a 2nd wallet it will reset the
score of the prior wallet that was already
registered. If you need to change the wallet for a
legitimate reason, please contact one of the mods
for assistance.

High Impact Promos
High Impact Promos are those that bring new investors
and members to our socials and that have high
visibility. These will all be evaluated by the team daily
and awarded points accordingly. Anything considered a
High Impact Promo needs to be posted in the Discord
channel called #high-impact-promo.

Examples:
•
•
•
•

Trending or viral social media posts
Post from an influencer or celebrity
Shout out from an influencer or celebrity
A significant contribution (video, arts, etc.)

*If you get Elon Musk or CZ Binance to shoutout or tag
the official $COCKTAIL on Twitter or any other platform
and we verify it… we will give you $50,000!

Rewards Bonus and Multiplier

Example:

The bonus reward will be given to the top 25 daily and
overall promoters. The reward multiplier will be
composed of the sum of three rankings:
1. Previous day rank (x)
2. Current day rank (y)
3. Overall rank (z)
Your bonus reward multiplier will be the sum of all three
rankings multipliers: x+y+z

If the daily bonus is 0.1 BNB:
•
•
•
•

Tier 1 gets 1x multiplier, receives 0.1 BNB bonus
Tier 2 gets 4x multiplier, receives 0.4 BNB bonus
Tier 3 gets 9x multiplier, receives 0.9 BNB bonus
Tier 4 gets 16x multiplier, receives 1.6 BNB bonus

The maximum possible bonus multiplier is 48x (= 16x +
16x + 16x) which can be achieved if you are in Tier 4 in
the current day, previous day and also in the overall
scoreboard. Tier 4 in all three scoreboards will be 48x
and receive 4.8 BNB
YOU GET A HIGHER BONUS MULTIPLIER THE MORE
YOU SHILL EVERYDAY

Rank Multiplier
Tier

Rank

Reward Multiplier

4

1-5

16x

3

6-10

9x

2

11-15

4x

1

16-25

1x

0

26+

No Bonus

Daily score snapshot and reset occurs every day 6:59
PM UTC. The closing day score is added to the overall
rankings and the new day starts with 0 points for
everyone.

